Analysis of a continuous-time model shows that a protected polymorphism can arise in a haploid population subject to temporal fluctuations in selection. The requirements are that population size is regulated in a density-dependent manner and that an allele's arithmetic mean relative growth rate is greater than one when rare and that its harmonic mean relative growth rate is less than one when common. There is no requirement that relative growth rate be frequency dependent. Comparisons with discrete-time models show that the standard formalism used by population genetics ignores forced changes in generation time as rare advantageous alleles sweep into a population. In temporally variable environments, frequencydependent changes in generation times tend to counteract these invasions. Such changes can prevent fixation and protect polymorphisms.
T HE means by which temporal fluctuations in selec-2002) , and even nontransitive fitness relations that allow clones to endlessly pursue one another across uniform tion might maintain polymorphisms were first explored by Dempster (1955) . He showed that a rare surfaces (Kerr et al. 2002) . None invoke temporal fluctuations in selection for haploids. allele in an infinite randomly mating diploid population will increase in frequency if the geometric mean fitness
Competition between haploid clones is conceptually no different from competition between species. Ecoloof the heterozygote exceeds that of the common homozygote. Neither allele can fix if the geometric mean fitgists long ago showed that temporal variability in the environment can promote coexistence (Stewart and Levin ness of the heterozygote is greater than those of both homozygotes, and so the polymorphism persists indefi-1973; Levins 1979; Armstrong and McGehee 1980; Chesson 1985 Chesson , 2000 , as when a resource fluctuates either nitely. In a haploid population there are only two genotypes and the allele with the larger geometric mean side of the intersection of two nonlinear growth curves ( Figure 1 ). Realistic models tend to be particular, makfitness inevitably sweeps to fixation-there is no third genotype to counteract this invasion. Dempster coning generalizations difficult. Other models, perhaps unrealistic, are concocted to illustrate principles. Some cluded that temporal fluctuations in selection can protect polymorphisms in diploids but not in haploids.
general criteria leading to coexistence have been examined, but lack intuitive appeal. Later, Haldane and Jayakar (1963) , and then Gillespie (1972 Gillespie ( , 1973a , analyzed similar models and came Using a continuous-time model of chemostat competition, I derive the conditions under which temporal to exactly the same conclusion. Dempster's (1955) model is widely cited as one of fluctuations in selection can maintain a genetic polymorphism in a haploid species subject to density-depenseveral mechanisms to maintain polymorphisms in diploids. Haploid monomorphism barely gets a mention. dent population regulation. Nevertheless, the notion that temporal fluctuations in selection cannot protect polymorphisms in haploids is deeply ingrained (Felsenstein 1976; Hedrick et al. 1976 ; BACKGROUND Hedrick 1986; Gillespie 1991; Maynard Smith 1998) .
Chemostat competition: The model of competition All recent investigations invoke alternative selection between two haploid clonal populations for a single schemes: fitness fluctuations in space (either implicitly, growth-limiting resource inhabiting a chemostat is e.g., Dean 1995, or explicitly, e.g., Rainey and Travisano 1998) , cooperativity (Rosenzweig et al. 1994 
E-mail: adean@biosci.umn.edu N 1 ϭ 0). After inoculation, the density of clone 2 grows as it consumes resources. Eventually, the resource concentration becomes sufficiently reduced that growth rate slows and a stable steady state is approached where dN 2 /dt ϭ 0, dS/dt ϭ 0, and
Here, S ϭ S ss.2 is the resource concentration in the chemostat growth chamber when clone 2 is at its steady-state carrying capacity N 2 ϭ N 2.ss . This population is subject to density-dependent population regulation. The mechanism of regulation is resource depletion. In the absence of mutation or externally imposed change, the population will remain at N 2 ϭ N 2.ss and will continue to grow at 2 (S ss.2 ) ϭ D with generation time g 2 (S ss.2 ) ϭ Log e 2/D, indefinitely.
A simple clonal sweep: Now imagine that a second, fitter clone is introduced at very low density to this the sweep, when t ϭ 0, the growth rate of the invading the growth curves (growth rate curves) so that each type is type 1 must exceed that of the resident clone 2 and favored alternately. This phenomenon was first explored by Stewart and Levin (1973) .
otherwise invasion is not feasible. Toward the end of where N 1 and N 2 are the densities of the competing the sweep, when t → ∞, the growth rate of clone 1 must clones, 1 (S) and 2 (S) are their rates of growth, and D slow to the chemostat dilution rate and is the chemostat dilution rate (the fractional rate of replacement of medium in the growth chamber). S 0 and 2 (S)
) S are, respectively, the concentrations of the growthotherwise the population grows without bound. Loss of limiting resource entering the growth chamber and in clone 2 brings the population to a new steady state the growth chamber. Y 1 and Y 2 are yield coefficients characterized by that determine the biomass produced per amount of resource consumed.
1 (S ss.1 ) ϭ D (11) To connect growth rates to resource levels assume
that the former are concave monotonic functions of the latter. For example, let where S ϭ S ss.1 is the resource concentration in the chemostat growth chamber with clone 1 alone at steady
state. As with clone 2, clone 1 is subject to densitydependent population regulation generated by rewhere maxi is the maximum rate of growth of clone i source depletion. when the resource is in excess, and K i is a half-saturation
In simple models of resource competition such as constant, the concentration of resource sufficient to this, the superior competitor reduces the resource conallow growth at exactly half the maximum rate.
centration to a point where the inferior competitor can Cell generation times are defined as the average time no longer sustain itself. With S ss.1 Ͻ S ss.2 the inferior for one cell to become two (Kubitschek 1970) , competitor is washed from the chemostat growth chamber. This is true for any simple concave monotonic 
A chemostat population at steady state: Imagine a The decline in resource concentration during a clonal sweep may affect growth rates differentially, generating chemostat inoculated with a single clone (N 2 Ͼ 0 and the appearance of frequency dependence in relative
The population generation time is proportional to the reciprocal of the average growth rate fitness. This does nothing to affect the outcome of competition, however, and the favored clone sweeps inexorably to fixation. imagine the same two clones competing in a chemostat, Estimating relative fitness: A small change in the denbut allow the environment to vary from time to time. sity of an exceedingly rare clone has a negligible impact As before, imagine that clone 1 is exceedingly rare and on resource abundance. With a second clone at its carattempting to invade a numerically dominant clone 2 rying capacity the system enters a quasi-steady state, at steady state. Let the growth rate of clone 1 in environcharacterized by dS/dt Ϸ 0. Over short periods of time ment j be 1.j (S ss.2.j ), the dilution rate in environment j the growth rates remain virtually constant. Equations 1 be D j , and the time spent in environment j be ⌬t j . As and 2 can be integrated:
before, assume 1.j (S ss.2.j ) is constant over each interval
⌬t j . After n environmental changes the density of clone 1, initially N 1 (0) and very rare, is
(16)
Taking Log e ratios yields (22) Log e N 1 (t)
(17) at time T ϭ ͚ n j ⌬t j and with N 1 (T) remaining very small. Similarly, when clone 2 is very rare and clone 1 is at steady state The slope of a plot of the Log e ratio of clone densities against time is commonly used to estimate the selection 
. (18) on growth rates. It also assumes that selection during the transitions between environments is insignificant Relative fitness and generation times: Relative fitness compared to the selection at quasi-steady state within can also be described as a ratio of cell generation times environments where the dominant clone, growing at or as a ratio of the number of generations per unit time rate D j , remains close to its carrying capacity, N 2.ss.j . Finally, Equations 22 and 23 are concerned only with the w
(19) fates of very rare clones. The interior dynamics when both clones have comparable frequencies and dynamics The average growth rate at quasi-steady state is approxifar away from quasi-steady state shall not concern us. mately Coexistence in a variable environment: Coexistence is assured if the densities of each clone increase when
rare. This requires where
ss.j clone 1. In practice this approximation is excellent because the difference in steady-state resource levels is (24) but a tiny fraction of the total resource entering the chemostat growth chamber [i.e., (S ss.2 Ϫ S ss.1 )/S 0 Ϸ 0].
Thus, the population neither increases nor decreases during the clonal sweep and consequently (S) Ϸ D.
A further simplification uses 1 
Although they turn out to be less useful than (24) and (25), (26) and (27) state the obvious: that the average growth rate of a rare type must exceed the average dilution rate if it is to persist.
D j ⌬t j as the proportion of population generations spent in environment k and simply rewrite (24) and (25) as
We see immediately that two clones can coexist whenarises in a haploid population subject to density-dependent ever their weighted arithmetic mean relative fitnesses, regulation when the arithmetic mean fitness (relative growth rate) of an allele is greater than one when rare and its harwhen rare, are Ͼ1. Since fitness is defined as a ratio of monic mean fitness is less than one when common. The popugrowth rates, so w 29 can be rewritten as
The generation time effect is explained as follows. Without loss of generality, assume relative fitness remains constant with w generations that clone 2 spends in an environment In the special case where relative fitness is constant, when common is ( 2.j (S ss.2.j )/Log e 2)⌬t j ϭ (D j /Log e 2)⌬t j and w driven by changes in resource levels, counteract the The generation time effect:
invasion. If sufficient they can prevent clone 1 reaching ⌬t j and ␥ 2.k ϭ 2.k (S ss.1.k )⌬t k /͚ n jϭ1 2.j (S ss.1.j )⌬t j as the profixation. portion of cell generations clone 2 spends in each envi-A haploid polymorphism can be protected in a temporonment when common and when rare, rewrite (24) rally variable environment when relative fitness and and (25) as selection coefficients remain independent of allele frequencies so long as the population is subject to density-
DISCRETE-TIME MODELS
We see that when relative fitness is constant (w 1 2.j (S ss.1.j ) ϭ The conclusion that a haploid polymorphism can be w 1 2.j (S ss.2.j )) frequency-dependent changes in growth protected in a temporally variable environment when rates, reflected as changes in the proportion of cell fitness is independent of allele frequency is seemingly generations clone 2 spends in each environment when at variance with the conclusions drawn from analyses of common and when rare (␥ j ϶ ␥ 2.j ), promote coexisfluctuating selection using discrete-time models. Here, the two approaches are reconciled. tence.
A simple clonal sweep revisited:
scale. This frequency dependence is entirely attributable to an unacknowledged inversion of relative fitness from the continuous-time model.
When dealing with fitness relative to clone 2 it is natural to measure time in clone 2 generations, even though where Hence, a protected polymorphism can be established frequency in the discrete-time model forces the selecin a temporally variable environment when the weighted tion per cell generation to become frequency depenharmonic mean fitnesses of both homozygotes are each dent in the continuous-time chemostat model. less than that of the heterozygote. The discrete-time model can be modified to accommodate the slowdown in growth rates during a clonal sweep by defining W(S ss.i.j , ⌬t j ) ϭ (V(S ss.i.j ))
, where
2.j (S ss.i.j )Ϫ1) is relative fitness and G 2.j (S ss.i.j ) ϭ
The above theory makes two predictions: (1) the num-( 2.j (S ss.i.j )/Log e 2)⌬t j is the number of cell generations ber of cell generations varies with time and (2) both experienced by clone 2 in environment j. The condiclones can increase in frequency when rare in a tempotions necessary to protect a polymorphism can now be rally variable environment. Neither is predicted by the rewritten as classical population genetics theory. Frequency-dependent changes in generation time
have been observed directly. Equations 16 and 17 state that when relative growth rates are independent of fre- (43Ј) tion can be discerned (Figure 3 ). Whenever selection The right-hand sides of these two inequalities can be reis very intense, frequency-dependent changes in cell arranged using ␥ k ϭ D k ⌬t k /͚ n jϭ1 D j ⌬t j to produce Equageneration time need to be taken into account when tions 28 and 29 that define the conditions for protecting estimating relative fitness (Lunzer et al. 2002) . the polymorphism. The discrete-time model has been Studying selection in a temporally variable environreconciled with the continuous-time chemostat model ment directly is immensely difficult, even in near idealby simply accounting for the change in number of cell ized laboratory populations of E. coli (Suiter et al. 2003) . generations per unit time generated by changes in clone Instead, our evidence is indirect, the argument taking an interesting, if circuitous, route. First, a model of frequencies.
authentic stabilizing frequency-dependent selection in The diploid model: The diploid model is a simple a uniform environment is described and the evidence extension of the haploid model-we need consider only for it presented. Second, the model is extended to acinvasion of an equilibrium population of homozygotes commodate temporal variability. Third, it is shown that by those few heterozygotes carrying an exceedingly rare the stabilizing frequency dependence seen in a uniform allele. The conditions for invasion are environment, and the balancing selection generated in a temporally variable environment, are synonymous. 
ment implies that the selection generated in a temporally variable environment can protect a polymorphism. We conclude that a protected polymorphism is estabFirst, differential consumption of mixed substitutable resources generates stabilizing frequency-dependent selished when the weighted arithmetic mean relative growth Protecting Haploid Polymorphisms lection in constant environments. Theory predicts that, ronments is insignificant compared to selection at steady when growth rates are proportional to resource concenstate within environments. Define, as before, the numtrations (e.g., i (S LU , S MG ) ϭ ␣ i.LU S LU ϩ ␣ i.MG S MG ), coexisber of population generations spent in each environtence is possible whenever the arithmetic mean fitness ment,
Then it follows that coexisexceeds one and the harmonic mean fitness is less than tence is possible if one (Lunzer et al. 2002) : Here, the super-and subscripts refer to E. coli strains TD10 and TD2, w when the expected (i.e., mean) resource supply lies and mg ϭ 1 Ϫ lu are the proportions of each resource within the zone of coexistence. in the fresh medium supplied to the chemostats. ExperiThird, there is no requirement for a realized resource ments confirm that a narrow zone of coexistence exists supply to ever reside within the zone of coexistence. between 23 and 30.5% methylgalactoside (Figure 4) . As Suppose only one resource is ever present in the envilong as the resource supply lies within this zone neither ronment at one time (i.e., lu ϭ 1, mg ϭ 0 or lu ϭ 0, strain can fix. mg ϭ 1), and let ␥ LU and ␥ MG represent the time spent Second, temporal environmental variability plays no consuming each. Then rewrite (50) and (51) as role in producing this balanced polymorphism. Nevertheless, it is instructive to introduce it to the model. (53) and that selection during the transitions between envi- We have just transited from a balanced polymorphism of selection can protect a polymorphism in a haploid species whose population size is subject to densityattributable to stabilizing frequency-dependent selection in a uniform environment [(50) and (51) ] to a prodependent regulation. The growth rate of an invading tected polymorphism in a variable environment where type must exceed the dilution rate when rare, else invarelative growth rates, w dilution rate, else the population grows without bound. Fourth, the only difference between these equations Hence, density-dependent population regulation forces is that the former use lu and mg ϭ 1 Ϫ lu as the proporgrowth rates to slow as a selective sweep proceeds. Deceltions of each resource available for consumption in a erating growth rates, which cause changes in generation uniform environment, whereas the latter use ␥ LU and times, can be attributed to a variety of ecological mecha-␥ MG ϭ 1 Ϫ ␥ LU to represent the proportion of time spent nisms. One of the most familiar, and the one modeled consuming each resource in a variable environment.
here, is resource depletion: an invading type consumes In both cases the same proportions of lactulose and a limiting resource more efficiently, reducing its abunmethylgalactoside are delivered into the environment, dance, which in turn lowers the growth rates of all comand in both cases the same quantities of lactulose and petitors. This causes a decline in the intensity of selection methylgalactoside are consumed. Hence, the same mechper population generation (but not per cell generaanism, the differential consumption of resources, protion) as a selective sweep proceeds (Figure 3 ). motes coexistence both in constant and in variable en-A direct demonstration that temporal fluctuations in vironments. The only difference is whether competitors selection can protect a polymorphism is most improbaconsume resources concurrently or consecutively. These ble. Measuring selection coefficients accurately in natumodels are synonymous, despite selection being freral populations is extraordinarily difficult, and the genquency dependent when resources are consumed coneration times of most species are too long for sufficient currently and frequency independent when they are data to be gathered. Laboratory populations of microconsumed consecutively.
organisms inhabiting defined environments provide better opportunities but here again time is limited. With reproduction clonal, periodic selection of new mutants DISCUSSION is likely to confound all long-term experiments. Nevertheless, indirect evidence has been obtained. Analyses of both continuous-and discrete-time models reveal that temporal fluctuations in the direction Competition for two simultaneously limiting substitut-
